Paraglaze Tinter System
Global technology – local know-how

The very latest in global paint and pigment technologies comes together with over 30 years of local experience to create the Paraglaze Tinter System.

Featuring topcoat, basecoat and clearcoat formulations, advanced colour management tools along with excellent speed and ease of use, it has everything a fast-paced paint shop needs to be efficient and productive.
Advantages that make the Paraglaze Tinter System the number one choice:

- Compact, yet with the capability to match vehicle colours from all major markets
- Australian developed and manufactured specifically to suit local conditions
- Incorporates up-to-the-minute, world-class coatings technology
- Accurate colour formulations resulting in excellent colour strike rate
- Comprehensive library of colour data
- Comes complete with PaintManager™ and the hi-tech RapidMatch™ X-5 electronic colour identification device
- Easy to use liquid pearl tinters in convenient squeeze bottles
- No fuss – easy to mix and apply
- Excellent colour matching, coverage and control
- Productive and efficient flash-off and drying
- Lifetime warranty
- Protec backup support and training
- Economical and efficient to stock.

Over a 2.5 year development cycle, the R&D Team tapped into the very latest global coatings technology and tuned it to suit local conditions to create the Paraglaze Tinter System. As an added benefit, it is also locally manufactured using premium quality pigments and materials.

Compact system with all the colour you need!

To provide modern collision repair centres with an efficient and cost-effective basecoat alternative, the Paraglaze Tinter System is designed to be as compact as possible. It includes a full complement of topcoat and basecoat/clearcoat colours, along with uniform tint strength and tone and accurate colour formulations to deliver a great colour strike rate. These features are backed by a comprehensive database offering instant access to decades of colour formulation history covering vehicles from all major markets, including Asia, Europe and North America, as well as Australia.

Australian developed for local conditions

It is a fact that Australian conditions are amongst the harshest on the planet and some automotive paints simply can’t cope. Protec’s local Research & Development Team was determined to create a truly world-class tinter system that was also at home in a climate which includes some of the highest UV reading of any continent.
The Paraglaze Tinter System offers a complete high performance solution thanks to a range of innovative colour tools which are also available.

With a long list of convenient features and functions, the industry leading PaintManager™ software is all about paint shop efficiency with its fast and efficient colour formulation retrieval and mixing. It not only lists all variants for each colour, it also uses clever flagging to clearly show which ones apply to models sold on the local market. That makes it simple to identify exactly which variant or special is most likely to match the vehicle on your paint shop floor.

Easy to use pearls
For maximum convenience, 26 pearl tinters (17 standard pearls and nine special effect ‘Micro Diamonds’) in the new Paraglaze Tinter System come in liquid form via easy to use 250ml squeeze bottles. As a result, adding pearl tinter to a colour formulation is as simple as giving the bottle a thorough shake and using the easy-to-open dispensing cap to measure in the correct amount without the mess or fuss of powder pearls.

Matching the need for speed
Combining high quality pigments, world-class coatings technologies and over 30 years of Protec knowhow has created a streamlined tinting system that is ideal for reducing cycle time, thanks to its speed, efficiency and top quality finish. Precisely controlled, high-opacity tinter formulations make colour matching easier and allow colour coverage to be achieved with a minimum number of coats. Other standout characteristics include excellent control of metallics and the option to use it in high efficiency Wet-On-Wet mode, while fast flash-off and drying times helps boost productivity by reducing the time spent of the application process.

Autoguard Lifetime Warranty
Because it was developed in Australia to deliver exceptional performance in the harsh local conditions, the Paraglaze Tinter System qualifies for the Protec Lifetime Warranty Paint Protection Scheme (conditions apply). It provides peace-of-mind by covering the areas of the vehicle which were refinished using specified Protec Paraglaze products for as long as the customer owns the vehicle. Contact your local Protec representative for further information regarding the terms and conditions of Autoguard Lifetime warranty.
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Training & Support
Protec’s uncompromising commitment to delivering high quality solutions also extends to its customer support services which can put you in touch with specialist staff who have years of industry experience and know the Protec product range inside and out.

- For queries or advice, Protec’s national Customer Service Team is just a phone call away.
- Protec’s national network of professional representatives are also on-hand to assist with technical enquiries. All Protec Technical Demonstrators and Training Staff have a high level of expertise gained through trade experience and Protec technical training.
- Customers have access to a range of Protec training programs. This includes specific courses covering the Protec range and how to achieve the best results from it, along with methods and techniques to maximise coverage and minimise waste. Protec trainers can come to your workplace and offer a training package tailored to your needs.
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